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There can be very few HOS members who have not yet

experienced the many pleasures of orchid hunting in

parts of Greece. Inevitably, this geographically frag-

mented country, especially rich in attractively diverse

yet tractable islands, has lent itself to equally fragment-

ed orchidological treatments. Beginning with treat-

ments of the delightful but declining gem that is Crete,

we have been treated to several regional guides – early

examples basic, some later examples impressive – but nothing that ties together all

the riches of this remarkable country. That omission has now been rectified with

aplomb. Orchids of Greece qualifies as a pocket guide on size (a little taller than A5),

though its surprising density – a consequence of the high quality paper permitting

colour throughout – might cause the bearer to lean slightly in the direction of the rel-

evant coat pocket. 

The book’s vital statistics are helpfully summarised on the back cover: 888 colour

photos illustrate 212 putative species and subspecies. At its core is a 250-page sys-

tematic treatment of these taxa, equally divided between Ophrys and the remaining

genera. Little space is wasted. A well-informed page of text introduces each genus.

Treatments of most species and subspecies are also confined to a single page, two

thirds of which is occupied by three high-quality colour images – one distant, two

close-ups, almost all the work of Nikos Petrou – and the final third by a compact

description that explicitly highlights key identification features, but largely eschews

quantification. Distributional data appear rudimentary in comparison with those

available for countries further west, though of course this incomplete knowledge

offers the welcome prospect of making further exciting discoveries in the field. 

The taxonomy used is a remarkable hybrid. The DNA-circumscribed monophyletic

genera prescribed by Genera Orchidacearum are happily deployed, the authors

choking only on the still relatively unpopular (but undoubtedly correct) inclusion of

Coeloglossum within Dactylorhiza. Species circumscriptions follow the data-free

nomenclatural compendium of Kreutz (2004) but with Kretzschmar et al.’s (2007)

monograph of the former genus Orchis grafted on, both in turn superimposed with a

few autonomous taxonomic decisions made by the authors to reflect local condi-
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tions. Marios Giannakoulias indulges in an informed but ultimately unresolved

debate regarding classifications and species concepts, eventually offering a pragmat-

ic ‘Goldilocks’ justification of the decisions taken – the preferred classifications are

neither too lumping nor too splitting.

Unfortunately, we orchidologists are such ornery critters that few of us will find the

resulting species ‘just right’ (cf. Bateman, 2009; Davies, 2012). This taxonomic por-

ridge boiled over (at least, from my pot) when I encountered the argument that plant

descriptions from Delforge (2006) can routinely be combined with formal names

sanctioned by Kreutz (2004). It is not only ranks that differ between classifications

but also circumscriptions; for example, I now circumscribe all four of the British and

Irish tetraploid Dactylorhiza species differently from the way I did 30 years ago,

having used fresh sources of data to reassign several infraspecific taxa to different

species (admittedly, a practice viewed by some as rearranging the deckchairs on the

Titanic). The more pragmatic worldview of Petrou et al. is epitomised by the state-

ment that, among Greek Platantheras, “species identification is child’s play” – a

statement that is true only if one accepts the traditional species at face value.

Personally, after pursuing a decade of research on the genus, I’m still operating at

the kindergarten level.

Grazing through the taxonomic descriptions reveals a significant number of rare

species, divided between supposed endemics and less contentious species occurring

at the margins of their ranges. Useful notes draw attention to a few of the many

ambiguities, such as the questionable presence in Greece of bona fide

Himantoglossum hircinum and the precise nature of the quadripunctata-like Orchis

sezikiana. Other points of interest can be extracted from the illustrations; for exam-

ple, I suspect that the majority of the six illustrated plants assigned to the reliably

diploid Dactylorhiza incarnata are actually tetraploids, though I could easily be

wrong – and if by chance I am right, I have no idea whether appropriate names are

already available. Much remains to be learned about the Greek orchid flora.

The systematic treatment is preceded by short but excellent summaries of Greek

geography and habitats, orchid morphology and biology (revealing a welcome scep-

ticism regarding pollinator specificity), and the multitude of threats that challenge

the future well-being of this diverse flora. These sections are supported toward the

end of the book by an idiosyncratic but nonetheless useful glossary, a selective bib-

liography that suggests familiarity with a reasonable cross-section of recent scientif-

ic literature, and a comprehensive taxonomic index. Particularly welcome are ‘ciga-

rette card’ plates of 69 hybrids and 49 floral “abnormalities”. Only rarely does the

wealth of information provided lapse into outright error (anyone who could conclu-

sively demonstrate that the sole Greek population of Ophrys bertolonii originated

through “wind-borne spores [sic] from Italy” would be guaranteed membership of

the Royal Society). 
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The distinctly informal tone of the text is set by its short prologue and epilogue,

wherein Maria Petrou vividly describes the highs and lows of obsessively seeking,

and determinedly identifying, Greek orchids. I was particularly struck by the excite-

ment evident in the text when the authors graduated from the infuriating myriad of

lowland Ophrys to the more taxonomically diverse orchids of mountains and wet-

lands – many of which are sufficiently familiar to western European orchidologists

that, foolishly, we have not bothered to pursue them in Greece. This book has shak-

en me out of that particular complacency.

It took Odysseus 20 years to triumph in, and then return home from, the Trojan war.

The present authors required the same period of time to complete this labour of love.

They have thereby performed a great service for all European orchid enthusiasts,

producing not only the first rigorous orchid flora of Greece but also one that is mod-

ern and user-friendly in concept, engaging in execution, and published in English. I

can only hope it will soon be made more readily available, as at present it is diffi-

cult to find – even on the Web, where it is seriously over-priced for a medium-sized

softback, however useful its contents.
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